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Abstract

With the rise of artificial intelligence in recent years,
there has been a rapid increase in its application towards
creative domains, including music. There exist many
systems built that apply machine learning approaches
to the problem of computer-assisted music composi-
tion (CAC). Calliope is a web application that assists
users in performing a variety of multi-track composi-
tion tasks in the symbolic domain. The user can up-
load (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) MIDI files,
visualize and edit MIDI tracks, and generate partial
(via bar in-filling) or complete multi-track content us-
ing the Multi-Track Music Machine (MMM). Genera-
tion of new MIDI excerpts can be done in batch and
can be combined with active playback listening for
an enhanced assisted-composition workflow. The user
can export generated MIDI materials or directly stream
MIDI playback from the system to their favorite Digital
Audio Workstation (DAW). We present a demonstration
of the system, its features, generative parameters and
describe the co-creative workflows that it affords.

Introduction
The development of computer-assisted composition (CAC)
systems is a research activity that dates back to at least the
works by IRCAM on OpenMusic (Assayag et al. 1999).
CAC is a field that is concerned with developing systems
that are capable of automating partially or completely the
process of music composition. There exist several com-
positional tasks a system can address: multi-track pattern
generation, multi-track complete generation, rhythm gener-
ation, harmonization, chord progression generation, melody
generation, interpolation, form-filling, orchestration and in-
terpretation. Many machine learning-based (ML) systems
have been developed for computer-assisted composition in-
cluding: Flow Machines (Pachet 2004), Style Machine (An-
derson, Eigenfeldt, and Pasquier 2013), Magenta Studio
(Roberts et al. 2019), Manuscore (Maxwell et al. 2012),
Morpheus (Herremans and Chew 2017); demo systems such
as Sornting, DrumVAE (Thio et al. 2019), DeepDrum
(Makris, Kaliakatsos-Papakostas, and Kermanidis 2018) and
commercial systems such as AIVA 1, Spliqs 2 and Melody

1https://www.aiva.ai/
2https://www.spliqs.com/

Sauce 3. Magenta Studio, DrumVAE and Sornting de-
ploy algorithms based on the MusicVAE model (Roberts
et al. 2018). DeepDrum proposes an adaptive neural net-
work model for better capturing drum rhythms. Flow Ma-
chines and Style Machine employ Markov models. Manus-
core uses a cognitive architecture and Morpheus combines
a tensor model with constraint rules. Finally, AIVA, Spliqs
and Melody Sauce employ proprietary algorithms; the first
two for generating conventional multi-track music, and the
last one, for melody creation. Calliope differentiates it-
self by using a Transformer model called the Multi-Track
Music Machine (MMM). MMM, trained on half a million
MIDI files (Ens and Pasquier 2020a), offers genre-agnostic
batch-enabled generative capabilities. Its rich multi-level at-
tribute controls combined with bar infilling enables to tackle
many composition tasks at once. Calliope has been re-
leased publicly and is being used by a variety of composers
for artistic purposes and in the context of usability and ac-
ceptability evaluation studies. The project is available at
https://metacreation.net/calliope.

System Description
Building on top of Apollo, our interactive web environ-
ment that makes corpus-based music algorithms usable for
training and generation via a convenient graphical interface
(Tchemeube, Ens, and Pasquier 2019), Calliope (Figure 1) is
narrowed down for MIDI manipulation in the browser, gen-
erative controllability of the MMM model, batch generation
of partial or complete multi-track compositions and interop-
erability with other MIDI-based systems. The aim is to en-
able users to effectively co-create with a generative system.
Calliope is built in Node.js, the Web stack (HTML, CSS,
Javascript) and MongoDB. It is made interoperable with the
MMM pre-trained model via a Python process runtime.

MIDI Viewing and Playback
MIDI notes from any uploaded MIDI file can be visualized
in a piano roll format (Figure 2). Metadata info such as the
MIDI channel number and assigned MIDI instrument can
also be viewed and edited. The MIDI player supports the
General MIDI (GM) standard for MIDI playback and the
capacity to select from a list of soundfonts.

3https://www.evabeat.com/



Figure 1: Calliope’s Interface



Figure 2: Multi-Track Piano Roll with Bar In-Filling

Conditioned Music Generation
Generation is achieved using the Multi-Track Music Ma-
chine (Ens and Pasquier 2020a). Because of its design which
uses bar selection, and a set of global and local attribute con-
trols, the model can accommodate a variety of compositional
tasks.

Bar Selection MMM’s primary mode of generation is bar
in-filling. The model can generate note patterns for bars
in a given multi-track MIDI file. A subset of bars across
the multi-track content can be selected for generation by vi-
sually highlighting them (Figure 2). It is also possible to
temporarily edit the MIDI file by deleting or adding tracks.
This is useful to perform generation on a subset of the MIDI
tracks or to generate a new track for a given MIDI file. Gen-
erated music for a particular subset of bars is constrained
on musical information that precedes those bars (within the
given track) and on musical information found within the
neighboring tracks.

Global Parameters MMM offers the following global
(model-level) generation parameters (Figure 3):
• Temperature [0.8, 1.2]: Also called typicality, this float

value determines how much the structure of the generated
MIDI content is closer (conservative) or farther (experi-
mental) to what the MMM model is most likely to gener-
ate. Technically, it corresponds to the the temperature in
the sampling of the neural network.

• Polyphony Hard Limit {1-6}: The global maximum
number of simultaneous notes the system can generate at
any given moment.

• Percentage {0-100}: This parameter controls how much
of the existing MIDI content is preserved or replaced by
the generation. This is done based on the number of tracks
per step and bars per step. For example, for tracks per step
and bars per step each 4, and percentage at 25, the model
will process only 4 out of 16 bars to be generated at each
generation step.

• Model Dimensions {1-8}: The dimension of the model
in bars. This is the window size used by the model to

Figure 3: MMM’s Global Parameters

process MIDI input data for generation. The default value
is 4 corresponding to a 4-bar window.

• Tracks per Step {1-8}: Number of tracks being pro-
cessed at each generation step. The default value is 4.

• Bars per Step {1-8}: The number of bars processed
within each track at each generative step. The default
value is 2.

• Max Steps {0-8}: The maximum number of generation
steps. This value can be used to avoid memory overload.
When it is set to zero, it is ignored by the system.

• Tempo: The resulting tempo for the generated output as
a positive integer value.

Track Parameters In addition to model-level parameters,
MMM offers a set of local (track-specific ) music-based gen-
eration parameters (Figure 2). Such parameters are available
to be specified for each track of a given MIDI file. They are:

• Instrument Type: The type selector is composed of a set
of 128 instrument types and 8 instrument groups follow-
ing the MIDI GM Standard 4. It conditions MMM to gen-
erate in the style of the chosen instrument. For example,
if violin is selected, MMM generates a MIDI pattern to
be played by a violin instrument. This is especially con-
venient to differentiate the percussion group (e.g. drums)
vs other instrument track types (e.g. guitar, strings, synth
lead groups).

• Note Density [0-10]: The number of notes generated per
bar size. The higher this value, the more likely the model
is to generate bars with a high total number of notes. A
value of zero means that the note density is set at random
by the model for each generation request.

• Polyphony Range {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}: the number range
of simultaneous notes used by the model as a soft con-
straint for generation. The upper limit of this parameter
is automatically overriden by the value of the ”Polyphony
Hard Limit” global parameter.

• Note Duration Range {Any, 1/32, 1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2,
Whole}: Note duration values are defined in accordance

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General MIDI



Figure 4: Batch Number for Generation

to the Western music notation. For example, 1/16 corre-
sponds to a note duration equivalent to a sixteenth note.

Batch Generation of Music Outputs
Batch generation of musical outputs is implemented by pass-
ing a batch size parameter (Figure 4) to the MMM Python
interface which offers batch support natively. The ability
to batch generate means that the user can quickly explore
alternatives, including generating from a previously gener-
ated output, for a given set of control parameters. We have
tested generation of 5, 10, 100, 500, 1000 music samples at
a time. These generations can be done within 3 seconds to
10 minutes on an average computer depending on the total
note density of the music input.

Ranking
It is possible to rank a collection of generated MIDI files
against a selected one. This is useful to informally evaluate
the quality of the model generations. We employ a rank-
ing algorithm which statistically quantifies the similarity of
a generated output MIDI file against the set of other MIDI
files (Ens and Pasquier 2020b). This enables assessing ac-
curacy or reliability of the MMM model for style imitation
tasks. From an interaction point-of-view, it helps the user
explore the variability in similarity among MIDI files and
effectively apply filter operations on the set of files. This is
especially useful in the context of large set of generated files
(e.g. set of 50 files and up).

Co-Creative Interaction
In terms of co-creation, the user can configure multiple at-
tribute controls for generation (instrument type, node den-
sity, polyphony range, note length range, bar selection
within a piece). Those controls set the creative context for
the system to generate, allowing the user to steer the gener-
ative behavior of the model and guide the composition pro-
cess. The system generates new musical phrases by out-
putting multi-track polyphonic sequences of notes for the
set of selected bars and in accordance to the attribute control
values. The user listens and analyzes the resulting output

Figure 5: Compositional Workflow in Calliope

and updates the generation request accordingly. The steps
involved in Calliope’s interactive workflow are shown in
Figure 5. Generation happens within an interactive context
defined by a user session (step 2). The user session itself is
defined by a seed MIDI file, which is used to kick-off the
first generation. The connection from steps 9 to 3 highlights
how generated outputs can themselves later be fed back into
the system as seed MIDI files for new user sessions. This en-
ables more complex workflows for the user within Calliope.

MIDI Streaming
Additionally, it is possible for the user to stream MIDI play-
back to their favorite DAWs to assign playback to their own
project session instrumentation. Calliope can be integrated
with the user’s digital studio (e.g. Ableton) via a MIDI port
accessible in the MIDI player. This provides a unique oppor-
tunity for the user to interface their native environment with
a generative system. Users can stream playback of generated
MIDI files to their preferred instrumentation and sounds,
including applying their existing preferred signal chains to
the live output audio stream. This opens up new areas for
workflow experimentation given a computer-assisted com-
position framework. Alternatively, they can download the
MIDI files from Calliope and import them back into new or
existing DAW project sessions.

Conclusion
We presented the Calliope system, a co-creative interface for
multi-track music generation. We presented its features in-
cluding the ability to view and play MIDI files, the ability to
select bars to guide partial generation, and complete set of
global (model-level) and local (track-specific) controls and
how their combination allows users to tackle a broad range
of compositional tasks. We situated our system with respect
to other existing CAC systems and discussed the co-creative
aspect of the system along with the compositional workflow
it affords. The Calliope system is at the beta phase and we
are working on its next version. More future work includes
an ongoing evaluation study of the system along human fac-
tors including usability, user experience on feeling of trust,
authorship, controllability and measured of technology ac-
ceptance among amateurs and professional composers.
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